
Wisewire Spanish 1 - Unit Test: Esta es mi casa / This is my Home 

This test/unit test consists of 20 items (with an associated answer key for the teacher) that assess the 
vocabulary, grammar, and cultural concepts listed below: 

x Country/Region: Spain: General description and main regions  
x Vocabulary Themes: My home and my neighborhood; Numbers 11 to 100; Cognates  
x Grammar Theme: Subject pronouns and articles  
x Culture Theme: Spain and Spanish culture 

An alternate version of the test is also provided to the teacher, in case a student needs to re-take the 
assessment or for use in large classrooms.  
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HS Spanish Semester 1A Unit 2 
Unit:  Esta es mi casa/This is my Home 
Lección 2.9: Unit Test 
 

DAY 9 - Lección 2.9 
 
Day 9 – Introducción  
 
You’ve learned so much Spanish in Unit 2! Now it’s time to test your understanding of 
the vocabulary, grammar, and cultural concepts we’ve covered. Are you ready? The 
text should be completed in 50 minutes. Try to use your time wisely and read each 
question carefully before you select the best answer. Good luck! 
 
 
Examen de la Unidad 
Complete the following activities. 
 

1. Match each Spanish word with the corresponding image.  
1: la casa 

A.  
Author: lily_nymph 

Answer:  

2: la sala 

B.  
Author: Gridge 

Answer:  

3: el comedor 

C.  
Author: brett jordan 

Answer:  

4: el baño 

D.  
Author: Emily May 

Answer:  
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2: Which two subject pronouns are used for the third person singular (he/she)?  
a. tú, yo 
b. él, usted 
c. él, ella 
d. vosotros, ustedes  

 
3: Which subject pronoun would you use to talk about yourself, your parents, and 
your older brother in Spanish? 
a. ellos 
b. nosotras 
c. nosotros 
d. ustedes 

 
4: With which country shares the Iberian Peninsula with Spain? 
a. France 
b. Portugal 
c. Germany 
d. Mexico 

 
5. Match each Spanish word with the corresponding image.  
1: el desayuno 

A.  
Author: Janine 

Answer:  

2: el agua 

B.  
Author: Olearys 

Answer:  

3: el pan 

C.  
Author: StockPhotosforFree.com 

Answer:  

4: los vegetales 

D.  
Author: Security Answer:  
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